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Abstract

Over the last decade, immunometabolism has emerged as a novel inter-
disciplinary field of research and yielded significant fundamental insights
into the regulation of immune responses. Multiple classical approaches
to interrogate immunometabolism, including bulk metabolic profiling and
analysis of metabolic regulator expression, paved the way to appreciating
the physiological complexity of immunometabolic regulation in vivo. Study-
ing immunometabolism at the systems level raised the need to transition
towards the next-generation technology for metabolic profiling and analy-
sis. Spatially resolved metabolic imaging and computational algorithms for
multi-modal data integration are new approaches to connecting metabolism
and immunity. In this review, we discuss recent studies that highlight the
complex physiological interplay between immune responses andmetabolism
and give an overview of technological developments that bear the promise
of capturing this complexity most directly and comprehensively.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Immunometabolism is an interdisciplinary field of research that connects metabolism, at intra-
cellular and whole-body levels, to immunology. The immune system requires substantial energy
input to function: even mild immune responses initiated by respiratory infections increase resting
metabolic rate, which accounts for the total number of calories burned in rest, to around 10%
(1). This increased metabolic rate reflects the metabolic cost of the immune response, at least
partially due to direct metabolic activation of immune cells. Immune cells can fine-tune their
energy demands and preferred metabolic substrates based on specific triggers. Indeed, pathogen-
associatedmolecular patterns (PAMPs), such as Toll-like receptor (TLR) agonists, in macrophages
and dendritic cells, and TCR (T cell receptor) and BCR (B cell receptor) signaling in T and B cells
rapidly reprogram these cells to switch to differential metabolic substrates andmetabolic pathways
(2–4). Initial immune activation is typically linked to preferential glucose oxidation and the gen-
eration of ATP in the cytoplasm (3) but also profoundly affects the utilization of other metabolic
substrates such as amino acids and lipids (5, 6). Multiple classical approaches to interrogate im-
munometabolism include analyzing extracellular fluxes, intracellular metabolite composition, and
metabolic pathways using isotope tracing strategies. Recent reviews have extensively explained
how these techniques are implemented in immunometabolism research (7–9).

Metabolism not only supports the energy demands of immune cells but also guides their ac-
tivation, differentiation, and function in a context-dependent manner in homeostasis and disease
(10). Moreover, metabolic control at the levels of cells, tissues, and the whole body optimizes
the allocation of limited supplies by integrating inflammatory and other physiological signals
(11). The systems immunology approach to immunometabolism aims to understand how com-
plex interactions between cell types, signaling molecules, and metabolic pathways coordinate
immune responses at the levels of individual cells, organs, and the whole organism (12–14). Re-
cent technological and computational advances expanded a toolbox of techniques for studying
immunometabolism and enhanced our understanding of the functions of metabolites in immune
regulation. In this review, we focus on systems-level methods of immunometabolism that connect
immune (and nonimmune) cells in tissues via metabolic communications and reveal cellular and
functional heterogeneity of immunometabolic circuits.

2. APPROACHES TO STUDYING IMMUNOMETABOLISM

Approaches to studying immunometabolism can be broadly defined at two conceptual levels
(Figure 1). On the one hand, immunometabolism describes the relationship between intracellu-
lar metabolic pathways in immune cells and their functions, including activation, differentiation,
and migration (15). This approach to immunometabolism is focused on cell-intrinsic metabolic
processes in specific subsets of immune cells and, in the furthermost case, attempts to understand
metabolic processes in individual immune cells (9). On the other hand, immunometabolism stud-
ies cross talk between immune cells and their metabolic and tissue environments (e.g., in the liver,
adipose tissue, and other tissues) and whole-body metabolic homeostasis (16–18). This type of
research focuses on cell-extrinsic metabolic processes, including immune functions modified in
response to extracellular metabolic cues and the direct effect of immune cells on metabolic pro-
cesses in nonimmune tissues. These two approaches are not mutually exclusive and should be
considered together to understand the rules of metabolic regulation of immunity. Excellent re-
cent reviews elucidated these concepts and discussed discoveries in immunometabolism (19–23).
In parallel, technical advances in single-cell and computational biology and metabolic profiling
made it possible to study immunometabolism at a more integrative and comprehensive level,
bringing systems-based approaches to immunometabolism (8). This new and growing field of
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Experimental approaches to studying systems-level immunometabolism. (Left) Biological processes that result in metabolic and
functional heterogeneity of immune cells. The heterogeneity of metabolic phenotypes of immune cells is determined by their
developmental origin, differentiation trajectory, and a plethora of immune signals that the cells experience in tissues. During immune
responses, immune cells undergo metabolic reprogramming (that is, dynamic reorganization of metabolic pathways and bioenergetics)
to adapt to their function. Metabolic reprogramming of immune cells is affected by cross talk with surrounding immune and
nonimmune cells, distant metabolic tissues, and the microbiota. This cross talk is mediated by cytokines, growth factors, hormones, and
metabolites in tissue niches. Moreover, the metabolic response of immune cells is sensitive to damage signals in tissue niches, such as
hypoxia, damage-related metabolites, and apoptotic cells. Immune cells rely on metabolic adaptation to the microenvironment to
produce signaling molecules and metabolites to control tissue homeostasis. (Right) Methods and approaches that capture metabolic
heterogeneity of immune responses. Various methods of genetics, transcriptomics, metabolomics, and cytometry can be used to
decipher metabolic processes in multiple modes to reconstruct immune and metabolic functions at systems-level resolution.
Abbreviations: GWAS, genome-wide association study; scRNA-seq, single-cell RNA sequencing.

systems immunometabolism integrates techniques and knowledge from several disciplines and is
a blossoming source of new insights and discoveries.

2.1. Cell-Centric Immunometabolism

The cell-centric approach to immunometabolism is focused on intracellular metabolic pathways
and how they interact with signaling pathways inside the immune cells to understand immune
homeostasis and disease (9). For example, aerobic glycolysis (that is, the conversion of glucose
to lactate in conditions of sufficient oxygen in the microenvironment) is essential for the func-
tional activation of various immune cell types, including macrophages (24–26), dendritic cells (27),
T cells (28), B cells (29), and natural killer (NK) cells (30). Early studies that identified metabolic
demands of activated immune cells often relied upon in vitro models and a simplified view of
metabolic cues from the microenvironment. Although these studies generated robust in vitro re-
sults and established the basics of immunometabolism, it has been recognized that variations in
developmental origin, differentiation and activation states, tissue residence of immune cells, and
their microenvironment have a profound impact on the interaction between metabolism and cell
function (31, 32). For example, in vitro proinflammatory activation of macrophages is associated
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with high glycolytic activity. Still, the anti-inflammatory polarization of macrophages with en-
hanced tissue repair potential does not require increased glycolysis for their activation. Instead,
it relies upon oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS) into mitochondria and glutamine fuel into
the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle to produce ATP (33). To complicate the picture further, the
metabolic reprogramming can also depend on cell ontogeny and a tissue niche, thus differentially
affecting the embryonically derived resident alveolar macrophages and the hematopoietically de-
rived interstitial macrophages in the lungs (34, 35). Finally, the tissue environment directly affects
the metabolic identity of the immune cells. For example, the lung niche regulates the metabolic
activity of alveolar macrophages, including glycolytic activity, through locally produced cytokine
signals (36). These examples show that our understanding of the immunometabolism of immune
cells is not complete without a systems approach that provides information about immune cell
heterogeneity, microenvironment, and cross talk between different types of cells.

2.2. Immunometabolism of Cell Communications in Metabolically
Active Tissues

Communication between cells in tissues is a mechanism of adaptation to environmental changes
(37). Multiple signaling pathways allow immune cells to regulate metabolism at the levels of tis-
sues and the whole body. Immune cells resident in adipose tissue are among the best-characterized
immunometabolic players. One of the early discoveries showed that macrophages resident in adi-
pose tissue could directly inhibit the response of adipocytes to insulin (insulin sensitivity) through
inflammatory signals dependent on the activity of JNK kinase (38). Subsequent studies identi-
fied multiple roles of adipose macrophages in developing obesity-related metabolic disorders and
highlighted the cellular heterogeneity that programs differential functional roles of macrophage
subsets (39).

Metabolic regulation in adipose tissue involves a complex interplay between various immune
cell types. For instance, cytotoxic CD8+ T cells accumulate in fat depots during obesity to ini-
tiate macrophage infiltration and promote insulin resistance (40). In contrast, CD4+ regulatory
T cells (Tregs) can suppress inflammation in adipose tissue and restore glucose metabolism (41).
Intriguingly, adipose Treg phenotype is profoundly controlled by sex hormones via cross talk
with IL-33-producing stromal cells specific to male adipose tissue, ultimately leading to pro-
nounced sexual dimorphism in adipose tissue inflammation and metabolism (42). It remains
unclear how obesity reprograms fat-resident immune cells through metabolic cues and signals.
Systems-level tools in immunometabolism are needed to understand metabolic communication
between adipocytes and immune cells.

The liver is another example of an immune and metabolically active organ whose functions
are directly controlled by hepatic immune cells (43). Obesity and diets enriched in fat and sugar
lead to the accumulation of lipids in the liver (known as hepatic steatosis) and can result in hepatic
inflammation and the disease state of nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) (44). Almost all subsets
of innate and adaptive immune cells reside in the liver and contribute to metabolic inflammation
and NASH development, involving a network of metabolic signals and spatial-temporal dynamics
of cross talk between hepatocytes and immune cells (18, 45). These examples show that immune
cells can integrate signals at multiple levels to establish immune and metabolic coregulation in
tissues. Still, the molecular mechanisms of these processes are far from being fully understood.

2.3. Metabolic Cross Talk in the Tumor Microenvironment

Metabolic alterations in the tissue microenvironment can dramatically change the functions of the
immune cells. The tumor microenvironment (TME) is a specific tissue niche with unique immune
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and metabolic characteristics that reprograms cell-cell communications and alters antitumor im-
mune responses (46). For example, competition between cancer cells and intratumor immune cells
for limited nutrients can dampen tumor immunosurveillance and interfere with therapeutic inter-
ventions (47). The metabolic landscape inside the tumor is not random and is characterized by
distinct areas. A recent study used positron emission tomography (PET) tracers to understand
how the metabolism of immune cells is dysregulated in the TME in the MC38 tumor model.
This analysis of access to metabolites inside the TME showed that cancer cells actively take up
glutamine, whereas myeloid cells preferentially take up glucose (48). The metabolic partitioning
in the TME is programmed through the mechanistic target of rapamycin complex 1 (mTORC1)
activity and involves inhibiting glucose uptake by active glutamine metabolism (48). It remains
to be understood how other signaling and metabolic pathways are implicated in establishing the
metabolic partitioning in TME. The interconnected immunometabolism in the TME involves
complex and hierarchical regulation of nutrient partitioning and metabolic crosstalk between
cancer and immune cells as a critical regulator of antitumor immunity.

Distinct immune cell subsets inside the tumor can vary in metabolic demands and phenotypes.
For example, macrophages are metabolically heterogeneous within the TME, and metabolites
abundant in the TME, such as lactate, differentially regulate the transcriptome and function of
MHC-IIhi and MHC-IIlo tumor-associated macrophages (49). T cells inside tumors have a broad
spectrum of functional and metabolic states. Intratumoral CD4+ Tregs adapt to the TME and
upregulate pathways of lactate metabolism, including lactate uptake through monocarboxylate
transporter 1 (MCT1), which results in increased immune suppression and tumor growth (50).
Exhausted CD8+ T cells characterized by progressive loss of effector functions and metabolic
dysregulation are a distinct cell lineage abundant in cancers (51). Reversal of the metabolic dys-
function in exhausted CD8+ T cells, for example by promoting OXPHOS through IL-10-Tc
fusion peptide, enhances their expansion and effector function, leading to increased antitumor
immunity in mice (52). Moreover, dysfunctional effector T cells characterized by high glycoly-
sis but disturbed lipid metabolism develop in the TME in response to signals from cancer cells
and Tregs. Antitumor responses can be enhanced by inhibiting group IVA phospholipase A2 and
reprogramming lipid metabolism in effector T cells in the TME (53). Future studies will ex-
pand our understanding of metabolic regulators of tumor-infiltrating immune cells in responses
to anticancer therapies.

Approaches that can capture the metabolic heterogeneity of the TME in an unbiased manner
will be instrumental in studying tumor immunometabolism. Thus, recent advances in single-cell
transcriptomics revealed connections between whole-body metabolism and tumor metabolism
and intratumor immune cells. For example, integrated analysis of single-cell RNA sequencing
(scRNA-seq) and metabolomics data revealed that obesity increases the competition between
tumor cells and tumor-infiltrating CD8+ T cells for extracellular fatty acid, which results in
decreased utilization of fatty acid by CD8+ T cells and immune dysfunction, contributing to ac-
celerated tumor growth in obese mice (54). Naturally, disturbed fatty acid metabolism in obesity
is not limited by T cells and has a broader effect on immune responses. For example, metabolic
reprogramming of NK cells by obesity depends on fatty acid–mediated activation of peroxisome
proliferator-activated receptors (PPARs) α and δ and inhibits glycolysis-dependent trafficking of
cytotoxic mediators to the immune synapse between NK cell and tumor cell (55). Thus, obe-
sity paralyzes the cellular metabolism of NK cells and impairs tumor surveillance. Moreover, in
the context of obesity and skin inflammation, fatty acids reprogram the metabolism of activated
dendritic cells, triggering metabolically driven unfolded protein response (UPR), which transcrip-
tionally reprograms cytokine responses of dendritic cells via the UPR transcription factor XBP1
in obesity (56). Whether metabolic reprogramming of dendritic cells by obesity alters tumor
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antigen presentation and disturbs antitumor immune responses of dendritic cells remains to be
studied.

2.4. Immunometabolism in Tissue Damage and Homeostasis

Metabolic cues play an important role in the reprogramming of immune cells in a state
of perturbed tissue homeostasis (57). For example, tissue hypoxia induces generation of 2-
hydroxyglutarate (2-HG), which can act as an epigenetic regulator (58, 59). Recent studies show
that 2-HG inhibits the anti-inflammatory functions of Tregs (60) and alters the differentiation
of CD8+ T cells (61). In addition to hypoxia, tissue injury induces the massive death of cells
by apoptosis, followed by engulfment and elimination of apoptotic cells by tissue macrophages
in the process of efferocytosis to prevent inflammation (62). Critically, efferocytosis overloads
the macrophages with metabolites that boost fatty acid oxidation in mitochondria and repro-
gram IL-10 and TGF-β secretion. This metabolic circuit connecting efferocytosis and immune
responses has been shown to regulate cardiac repair after myocardial infarction (63). In addi-
tion, efferocytosis induces enhanced glucose uptake in macrophages, which is mediated by the
SLC2A1 transporter and leads to increased production and release of lactate to promote an
anti-inflammatory tissue microenvironment (64). In dendritic cells, the activity of amino acid
transporters, such as SCL7A11 (the subunit of the cysteine-glutamate antiporter system xc−) ex-
changing intracellular glutamate for extracellular cysteine, inhibits efferocytosis and suppresses
skin wound healing in part through the action of GDF15 (65). This illustrates that immune cells
can engage specific metabolic regulators to coordinate immune function with cues from the tissue
microenvironment.

A coordinated response to the microenvironmental cues in tissues goes beyond metabolic re-
programming of immune cells and involves metabolic communications with nonimmune cells.
One of the recent findings connecting immune cells to the stromal cells through themetabolic axis
is the effect of glutamine derived from tissue macrophages on muscle regeneration (66). Although
glutamine is among themost abundant amino acids in circulation (67), in some circumstances, such
as muscle injury and aging, the abundance of glutamine in tissues is limited. Importantly, tissue
macrophages can synthesize glutamine via the enhanced activity of glutamine synthetase. This
macrophage-derived glutamine is transported inside muscle satellite cells through the SLC1A5
transporter to improve muscle regeneration after acute injury, ischemia, and aging (66). Glu-
tamine metabolism controls stem cell fate in multiple cellular niches, such as bones (68) and the
hair follicle (69), suggesting that it can mediate the effects of immune cells on tissue homeostasis
in inflammation and aging.

Changes in inflammatory and metabolic signaling can rewire metabolism in immune cells
and alter their homeostatic functions. Peritoneal macrophages isolated from old mice show
suppressed glycolysis and mitochondrial respiration accompanied by increased production of
inflammatory cytokines and decreased phagocytosis of bacteria compared to macrophages from
young mice (70). Intriguingly, this age-associated metabolic and immune dysfunction of the
macrophages was induced by prostaglandin E2 (PGE2), a lipid mediator of inflammation (71)
whose levels are increased in aged mice and humans (70, 72). Moreover, blockade of PGE2
receptor EP2 in myeloid cells restored metabolic fitness of macrophages and improved brain
inflammatory states and cognitive function in old mice (70). T cells can also connect immune
cell–intrinsic metabolism to whole-body homeostasis. For example, T cells deficient in mito-
chondrial transcription factor A (TFAM) that have defective mitochondrial respiration induce
multiple physiological dysfunctions in middle-aged mice, such as chronic inflammation, cardiac
atrophy, and signs of neurological disability—the features of accelerated aging (73). In the future,
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better understanding of how metabolic pathways intertangle immune and nonimmune cells will
be critical to decode immunometabolism at the systems level.

2.5. Cross Talk Between Microbiota and Immunometabolism

In addition to regulating tissues, immune cells rely upon metabolic signaling to coordinate their
functions with the microbiota (74). For example, gut microorganisms produce short-chain fatty
acids (SCFAs) that inhibit histone deacetylases and activate G protein–coupled receptors in
hematopoietic and nonhematopoietic cell lineages, thus regulating immune andmetabolic homeo-
stasis in the host (75). SCFAs have anti-inflammatory effects in macrophages (76) and dendritic
cells (77) and support the differentiation of Tregs (78–80). The immune system coevolved with
several classes of microbial metabolites to promote immune homeostasis. One of such classes of
metabolites extensively modified by microbiota is bile acids. Bile acids are cholesterol-derived
metabolites produced in the liver and secreted into the intestine and are critical for lipid diges-
tion and glucose metabolism (81). The primary bile acids pool is converted into secondary bile
acids by intestinal bacteria, and both primary and secondary bile acids act as ligands for the tran-
scription factor farnesoid X receptor (FXR) (also known as bile acid receptor or nuclear receptor
subfamily 1 group H member 4) (82, 83). Acting as signaling molecules, these metabolic products
regulate innate and adaptive immunity, connecting hepatic metabolism andmicrobiota-controlled
metabolism with immune homeostasis (84). Screening of the major species of bile acid metabolites
identified the secondary bile acid 3β-hydroxydeoxycholic acid (isoDCA) and two distinct deriva-
tives of lithocholic acid (LCA), 3-oxoLCA and isoalloLCA, as T cell regulators (85, 86). Similar to
SCFAs, these classes of bile acids control Treg differentiation and function (85, 86). Interestingly,
isoDCA mediates its regulatory functions in Tregs through the FXR signaling axis in dendritic
cells (85), giving an example of a multilevel metabolic regulatory circuit that connects the liver
and microbial metabolism with different classes of communicating immune cells. Emerging evi-
dence frommulti-omics and systems biology shows that microbiome-mediatedmetabolism affects
human immunity in response to environmental cues (87) and alters the response to antitumor
radiation therapy in mice and humans (88).

3. SYSTEMS-LEVEL TECHNIQUES TO STUDY IMMUNOMETABOLISM

To better understand the complexity of metabolic regulation of immunity, its components should
be studied in the context of the tissue microenvironment, genetic and physiological background,
and spatial and temporal dimensions of immune responses. Individual immune cells vary in their
differentiation states and responses to the tissuemicroenvironment.Recently, single-cell genomics
of human immune cells demonstrated a high degree of plasticity and adaptability of immune cells
to organs of their residence (89). Likewise, immune cells can show intercellular metabolic variabil-
ity and adapt metabolically to tissue niches and environmental cues (90). However, the metabolic
composition of immune cells is sensitive to cell isolation conditions. Classical approaches to im-
mune cell isolation, such as fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS), alter concentrations of
many metabolites in cells (91). One of two major directions can overcome this limitation: either
proxy techniques that measure metabolically relevant proteins or transcripts or direct measure-
ments of metabolites via mass spectrometry imaging (MSI). Here we discuss these approaches to
defining the systems-level state of metabolism in the tissues.

3.1. Mass Cytometry as a Proxy for Single-Cell Metabolic Profiling

Bulk cell metabolic analyses help us understand changes at the level of immune cell subsets, but
they do not capture information about the metabolic heterogeneity of individual cells. Although
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direct measurement of metabolites in individual cells is possible, the optimal sensitivity of this
method has not yet been reached, and its effective throughput is low (92). As an alternative
to single-cell metabolomics, single-cell-level measurement of rate-limiting metabolic enzymes
can provide essential information about the metabolic state of the cell, serving as a proxy to
metabolic pathways. This approach is based on labeling of immune cells with antibodies that
recognize metabolic enzymes or regulators. Conventional flow cytometry can identify 10–20 fea-
tures using fluorescently labeled antibodies as a readout. In contrast, mass cytometry (a fusion
of flow cytometry and mass spectrometry using antibodies labeled with heavy metal ion tags) or
spectral flow cytometry (93) provides approximately 40 cellular parameters at single-cell reso-
lution, enabling high-dimensional and in-depth analysis of cellular and metabolic composition
(94, 95). To capture essential metabolic information, antibodies included in these panels can rec-
ognize the main metabolic enzymes, such as hexokinase, phosphofructokinase 2, and GAPDH
(glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase), which regulate glycolysis; citrate synthase and suc-
cinate dehydrogenase, which control TCA cycle activity; membrane metabolite transporters such
as GLUT1 (for glucose) and CD36 (for fatty acids); and other transporters and rate-limiting
metabolic enzymes (9).

Several recent studies applied mass spectrometry to understand the functional roles of
metabolic pathways in immune cells in mice and humans. One of these studies used flow cytom-
etry of immune cell populations in human blood combined with the measurement of 10 critical
metabolic proteins, such as rate-limiting enzymes (e.g., hexokinase 1, CPT1A, and IDH2) and
transporters (e.g., GLUT1 and SLC20A1), in individual cells (96). The authors found that T
cell activation increases protein expression of glucose transporter GLUT1 and glycolytic and
OXPHOS enzymes.Moreover, this method revealed differences inmetabolic phenotypes between
naive, effector memory, and central memory CD4+ T cells, including elevated expression of fatty
acid oxidation regulator CPT1A in effector memory and central memory subsets (96).Mass spec-
trometry analysis with approximately 20 critical metabolic enzymes, regulators, and transporters
has been performed to study antigen-specific mouse CD8+ T cells during activation and dif-
ferentiation in response to Listeria monocytogenes infection in vivo (97). This analysis showed that
transient, early-activated CD8+ T cells profoundly increase the expression of proteins controlling
glycolysis (e.g., GLUT1, GAPDH, and HIF1α), OXPHOS (e.g., citrate synthase and ATP5A),
and fatty acid oxidation (e.g., CPT1A), in line with peaking glycolytic activity and increasing mi-
tochondrial activity (97).Thus, this unbiased analysis revealed ametabolically specialized transient
state of activated CD8+ T cells before differentiation to effector or memory states.

3.2. Imaging Mass Cytometry

Antibodies suitable for mass spectrometry can also be repurposed to label their targets on histo-
logical tissue slides, adding histological context to cell identification and metabolic profiling (95).
For example, this approach has been used to characterize the phenotype and metabolic regulome
of single human CD8+ T cells using a mass spectrometry panel evaluating multiple metabolic
proteins (98). Integration of 48 parameters revealed heterogeneity of CD8+ T cell metabolic re-
modeling during TCR activation, including distinct temporal phases of glycolysis and amino acid
metabolism followed by decreased metabolic activity. Moreover, the authors adapted the mass
spectrometry detection of the metabolic markers to a high-dimensional imaging platform (MIBI-
TOF).They analyzed human tumor and nonmalignant samples with a resolution of approximately
400 nm. This spatial analysis demonstrated that cells expressing enzymes and transporters with
the same metabolic specificity are enriched in the same tissue niches, suggesting the existence
of metabolic microenvironmental drivers that coordinate the metabolic identity of immune cells
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in human tissues (98). Combining classical mass spectrometry with high-dimensional imaging
techniques is a promising approach to revealing metabolic regulators in individual cells and their
relation to the tissue environment.

3.3. Transcriptomics Approaches to Immunometabolism

RNA sequencing is another technology that can be used as a proxy for studying im-
munometabolism (Figure 2). RNA sequencing is highly scalable and has been used to profile
cohorts of hundreds and thousands of bulk samples (99) and millions of individual blood cells
(100). In the context of metabolism, transcriptomics provides information about mRNA expres-
sion levels for all enzymes and transporters.Network analysis approaches to bulk RNA sequencing
and scRNA-seq datasets have been used to characterize base-level metabolism in tissue-specific
immune populations (32, 101). Modeling of cellular metabolic states applied to scRNA-seq data
revealed the metabolic specificity of T helper type 17 (Th17) cell subpopulations and linked
Th17 cell pathogenicity to polyamine metabolism (102). Integration of blood metabolomics with
scRNA-seq data of patients with multiple sclerosis revealed altered regulation of aromatic amino
acid metabolism in monocyte populations associated with the disease (103). A comprehensive
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Figure 2

Multi-omics approaches to studying immunometabolism. (Left) Various techniques can be used to generate
omics data from purified cells or entire organs or tissues, including gene expression (transcriptomics),
protein expression and modifications (proteomics), and metabolite levels [metabolomics by liquid
chromatography–mass spectrometry (LC-MS) or gas chromatography–mass spectrometry (GC-MS)].
(Center) These data are used to calculate the differential expression of genes and proteins or the differential
abundance of metabolites and their statistical significance by comparing groups defined by phenotypes or
experimental conditions. (Right) The information generated in this data analysis step can be used as input for
methods predicting pathways and networks with significant biological phenotypes. Gene set enrichment
analysis approaches reveal biological pathways enriched in overexpressed genes and proteins. Metabolic
pathway analysis uses information about gene, protein, and metabolite levels to identify metabolic
subnetworks, whose activity is differentially regulated depending on experimental conditions. Finally, flux
modeling can identify balance between fluxes of various metabolites in possible reactions and reveal shifts in
intracellular metabolism. Figure adapted from images created with BioRender.com.
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example of using scRNA-seq and bloodmetabolomics combinedmultiple computational tools, in-
cluding network analysis and flux modeling, to systematically characterize the immunometabolic
landscape of individuals with COVID-19 and correlate it with disease severity (104). Transcrip-
tomics approaches are an essential part of immunometabolism research, and they will provide
valuable insights into the metabolism of immune responses and cell-cell communications.

3.4. Metabolic Imaging Techniques

MSI is currently the only technique that allows robust direct, systematic quantification of
metabolism in intact cell populations (Table 1). As in any mass spectrometry approach, it
includes two key steps. First, compounds of interest are ionized (105–107) using a focused laser
or a primary ion beam whose location relative to the sample can be automatically controlled,
thus achieving spatially resolved mass spectra. Second, the generated ions are quantified with a

Table 1 Characteristics of metabolic imaging techniques

Ionization
method Sample Resolution Number of features

m/z
range Reference

MALDI dHepaRG hepatocyte culture 50 μm grid spacing,
30 μm beam diameter

740 metabolites 200–1,100 109

SIMS Tissue sections: mouse liver,
stomach, pancreas, kidney,
lung, and small intestine;
nontumor tissue regions from
patients with liver cancer

1.5 μm per pixel 200–300 selected ion
species

50–500 115

SIMS Frozen hydrated HeLa cells 1 μm × 1 μm × 400 nm
voxels

NA (continuous spectra,
focused analysis)

90–900 118

MALDI Mouse brain tissue section 1.4 μm spot diameter,
2 μm step size

89 phospholipid ion
signals

700–900 119

MALDI Mouse kidney and brain tissues x–y raster width was set
to 20–50 μm

200 canonical
metabolites were
identified

70–300 113

SIMS Human tonsil tissue 580 nm × 580 nm,
138 subsequent slices
of 5-μm-thick tissue
samples

189 metabolites NA 117

MALDI Mouse heart tissue sections 30 μm per pixel NA 300–2,000 122
MALDI Human dermal fibroblasts 5–7 μm 296 lipids 400–1,600 124
MALDI Cortex tissue sections of

patients with glioblastoma
50 μm NA 75–1,000 125

MALDI Kidney tissue sections from
mice with Staphylococcus
aureus infection; heart tissue
sections from a patient with
infective endocarditis

15-μm spacing with
10-μm beam diameter
for mouse tissues;
40-μm spacing,
30-μm beam diameter
for human tissues

NA 200–2,000 194

MALDI Lung sections from rabbits
infected withMycobacterium
tuberculosis

50-μm spacing NA 300–500 195

Abbreviations: MALDI, matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization; NA, not available; SIMS, secondary ion mass spectrometry.
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mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) detector. Depending on the application, a balance between improving
spatial resolution and increasing the complexity of systematic molecular identification must be
achieved (105). This guides the choice of a specific ionization approach, with two main alterna-
tives: matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) and secondary ion mass spectrometry
(SIMS).

MALDI is the most common approach in spatial metabolomics (107). In MALDI, a sample
is coated with a matrix—a crystalline structure that absorbs laser energy (108). When the sam-
ple is irradiated with a laser, the matrix absorbs the laser energy and acts as a proton donor,
thus ionizing the sample. MALDI is a soft ionization method where the main mode of analyte
compounds is protonated without fragmentation, which significantly simplifies the identifica-
tion of molecules in measured spectra. A MALDI-based approach aimed to democratize spatial
metabolomics integrates commercially available MALDI imaging and bright-light microscopy,
avoiding the requirement for a custom setup (109). There are several significant steps in this ap-
proach. First, a bright-field microscopy image of the sample is obtained. This pre-MALDI image
is used to identify cells and additional morphological and fluorescence-based features. Second,
the sample goes through MALDI-based imaging. Finally, a post-MALDI microscopy image is
obtained. The post-MALDI image is needed to align MALDI spectral images and pre-MALDI
images based on pen marks (connecting pre-MALDI and post-MALDI images) and laser abla-
tion marks (connecting MALDI and post-MALDI images). While bright-field microscopy has
a submicrometer resolution, the MALDI image corresponds to a grid with a spacing of approxi-
mately 50 μm, allowing distinct analysis only for groups of cells or sufficiently large cells. Still, the
authors have been able to identify a specific subpopulation of steatotic hepatocytes in the lipid-
stimulated cell culture (109). Another study combined high-resolution MALDI-based MSI with
confocal microscopic imaging of human pancreas tumor samples and found an accumulation of
long-chain fatty acids in intratumoral CD8+ T cells that impaired their mitochondrial function
(110).

Additionally, not only can MALDI be run in a standard grid pattern, but the acquisition spa-
tial pattern can be controlled programmatically (111, 112). One example of this approach has
been used to analyze the metabolome of extracellular dense-core vesicles in secretory cells of
the sea slug Aplysia (112). First, a bright-field microscopy image was used to detect the positions
of micrometer-scale vesicles. Next, a distance filter was applied to remove vesicles closer than
200 μm to each other. Finally, a MALDI image was obtained, and while the laser had a 100-
μm spot size, the previously applied filter ensured that only a single micrometer-scale vesicle
was sampled per MALDI pixel. This approach can analyze the metabolic composition of sepa-
rate organelles, such as microvesicles, in immune cells. Lastly, MALDI-based metabolic imaging
is compatible with isotope labeling experiments. For example, 13C- and 15N-labeled nutrient in-
fusion coupled with MALDI-based metabolic imaging revealed metabolic spatial organization of
the kidney and brain, including spatial gradation in carbon input impacted by a ketogenic diet
(113). The authors showed the presence of glycolytic and gluconeogenic regions in the kidney
and that glucose is uniformly used as a primary carbon source in the brain under a standard diet
(113).

SIMS ionization methods provide different technological balances—optimizing the spatial
resolution at the expense ofmolecular identification (105). In SIMS, the sample is radiated by a pri-
mary ion beam, leading to analyte ionization (114). In contrast to MALDI, SIMS does not require
a matrix coating, as the sample is directly radiated, simplifying the sample preparation proce-
dure. SIMS-based technologies offer submicrometer resolution. However, the trade-off is higher
metabolite fragmentation. In one of the recent examples of SIMS-based methods, a resolution
of approximately 1.5 μm per pixel was reported, which is sufficient not only for single-cell-level
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analysis but also to resolve subcellular structures (e.g., nuclei) (115). This approach identified
four metabolically distinct subpopulations of hepatocytes in human liver tissue slides. However,
SIMS-based methods produce highly fragmented spectra, which complicate the identification of
the precise molecular composition of each pixel. As such, the analysis is typically limited to identi-
fying overall metabolic patterns rather than individual metabolites across the samples. To connect
the metabolic patterns to biological functions, the authors combined the SIMS-based MSI analy-
sis with spatial transcriptomics using serial sections, which allowed them to highlight a metabolic
signature of hepatocytes connected to the fibrosis (115).

Multi-layer imaging and 3D reconstruction of the sample are essential advantages of SIMS-
based technologies (116, 117). In this setup, two ion beams are used in the same experiment: one
for analyte ionization and another for removal of the sample layer after the round of scanning.
Pareek et al. (118) used 3D metabolic scanning to resolve 1 μm × 1 μm × 400 nm for each voxel.
Due to fragmentation, interpretation of the obtained spectra is challenging, and the authors vali-
dated experimental results, including pure standards for metabolites and experiments,with isotope
labeling. This approach revealed the presence of voxels highly enriched in 5-aminoimidazole-4-
carboxamide (AICAR), an intermediate of the de novo purine biosynthesis pathway, and indicated
functional colocalization of the de novo purine biosynthesis pathway enzymes (118).

A promising MSI approach combining high resolution and low fragmentation is atmospheric
pressure MALDI (AP-MALDI) MSI (119). Kompauer et al. (119) optimized a laser setup and
matrix application procedure to achieve 1.4-μm resolution. The approach is also compatible with
tandem mass spectrometry, which can be used for accurate metabolite identification. The same
AP-MALDI approach was further improved for integrating fluorescence in situ hybridization
(FISH) (120). In this work, the authors modified the AP-MALDI setup to decrease tissue destruc-
tion while retaining micrometer lateral resolution, and they further additionally optimized the
post-MALDI fixation procedure and FISH probes. Together, this allowed them to discern host-
microbe interaction in deep-sea mussel symbiosis with sulfur-oxidizing and methane-oxidizing
bacteria. First, the authors obtained an AP-MALDI image of the cryosection with a pixel size of
3 μm, and then the same tissue section was analyzed with fluorescence microscopy with FISH
probes specific to 16S rRNA of sulfur-oxidizing and methane-oxidizing bacteria and an additional
DAPI staining for both host and bacterial DNA. This technique allowed the authors to link the
metabolome either to individual eukaryotic cells or to patches of 50–100 bacterial cells and showed
the spatial partitioning of the metabolome into submetabolomes depending on the presence of the
symbiotic bacteria (120).

Integrative multimodal MSI approaches provide an exciting avenue for a multifaceted and
complementary understanding of metabolic regulation in tissues (121). Other examples of multi-
modal measurement in the same tissue sample include a combination of MALDI lipidomics and
proteomics (122) and MALDI and SIMS metabolomics (123), which have allowed MALDI-like
spectra with SIMS-like resolution to be achieved computationally. Further, even themetabolomics
data combined with other data types in partially independent samples have generated essential
insights (115, 124, 125). For example, Capolupo et al. (124) showed how nonspatial single-cell
transcriptomics can connect transcriptional programs with lipid heterogeneity in human fibro-
blasts. Another example is the simultaneous integration of spatial transcriptomics, metabolomics,
and proteomics that deciphered the spatial architecture of glioblastoma and identified immuno-
suppressive interactions between immune and tumor cells in segregated niches (125). MSI,
combined with multi-omics in the same or parallel tissue section, is a powerful tool to identify
metabolic regulators of immune cells and understand metabolic communication between cells in
tissue niches.
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4. GENETIC APPROACHES IN IMMUNOMETABOLISM

Systems-level approaches, such as metabolic imaging and transcriptomics-based predictions, can
reveal metabolites associated with distinct immune cell subsets or connected to specific cell
differentiation states. Because cellular metabolism is an interconnected system that depends
on enzymatic and regulatory inputs from many pathways, it is essential to validate the roles
of the metabolic regulators in immune responses functionally. In mice, genome-editing and
-screening techniques targeting metabolically relevant genes can provide a functional link to im-
munometabolism. In humans, analysis of the associations between natural variations in genomes
(e.g., single-nucleotide polymorphisms) and immune and metabolic phenotypes can provide
essential information about immunometabolic regulators and their functions.

4.1. Genome-Editing Tools

Genome-editing technologies characterize the functional roles of multiple genes in one screen-
ing experiment (126). Prokaryote-derived CRISPR-Cas genome-editing systems are essential
tools in modern biological research (127). Due to their scalability and flexibility, CRISPR-Cas
techniques are ideal for simultaneously interrogating multiple genes in pooled libraries and are
actively used both in vitro and in vivo. In a recent study, to understand how metabolic signaling
affects CD8+ T cell fate, the authors designed an in vivo CRISPR-Cas9 screening system that in-
cluded a library of 3,017 metabolism-associated genes introduced into mouse CD8+ T cells that
express P14-transgenic TCRs recognizing the gp3333–41 epitope of lymphocytic choriomenin-
gitis virus (LCMV) (128). Acute LCMV infection in these mice leads to rapid specification of
terminal effector and memory precursor subsets of virus-specific CD8+ T cells that can be distin-
guished based on the expression of KLRG1 and CD127 (KLRG1+CD127– terminal effector and
KLRG1–CD127+ memory precursor). The CRISPR-Cas9 screening system allowed the authors
to identify approximately 300 genes from the metabolic library whose frequencies were altered in
terminal effector versus memory precursor cells around seven days after infection. Among these
genes, the authors validated the effects of downregulating Acaca on decreasing memory precursor
cell formation and the opposite effect in the case of deletion of Pten. This approach also showed
that loss of amino acid transporters Sls7a1 and Slc38a2 profoundly diminished memory precursor
cell formation, whereas deletion of glycosyltransferase Pofut1 increased proportions of effector
T cells and cytokine expression in effector T cells (128).

Similar to CD8+ T cells, CD4+ T cells expressing transgenic TCRs specific to the cognate
antigen are suitable for massive genetic screening of metabolic regulators in vivo. A recent
study used an in vivo CRISPR-Cas9 screening system to identify components of one-carbon
metabolism that regulate the differentiation of mouse CD4+ T cells (129). The authors designed
the CRISPR-Cas9 library using ovalbumin-specific OT-II CD4+ T cells and transferred the
cells into Rag1–/– mice subjected to ovalbumin-induced lung inflammation. This approach
revealed several one-carbon metabolism genes depleted from expanded OT-II CD4+ T cells
in the lungs. The authors confirmed that the metabolism enzyme methylenetetrahydrofolate
dehydrogenase 2 (MTHFD2) is required for maximal CD4+ T cell activation, proliferation,
and cytokine production. Interestingly, MTHFD2 was essential to suppress Treg differentiation
in mice and humans, and MTHFD2 inhibition suppressed inflammation in mouse models of
T cell–dependent delayed-type hypersensitivity, experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis,
and allergic airway inflammation (129).

CD4+ T follicular helper (Tfh) cells regulate the germinal center reaction to initiate and
maintain long-term antibody responses; however, unbiased understanding of Tfh cell metabolic
regulation is limited. A recent in vivo CRISPR-Cas9 screening model containing approximately
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400 single guide RNAs aimed to identify Tfh cell metabolic regulators in physiological settings
(130). The authors used this library in the acute LCMV infection model and identified targeted
genes that discriminate Tfh from Th1 cell development in mice, including the hypoxia-inducible
factor 1 geneHif1a. Genetic validation of the results confirmed that deletion of Hif1a from CD4-
expressing cells increased the expansion of germinal center Tfh cells compared to that of wild-type
phenotype mice infected with LCMV (130). These examples show that CRISPR-Cas systems are
a powerful tool to decipher immunometabolic regulators of CD4+ T cells in vivo. Future ap-
plications of CRISPR-Cas genome-editing systems to immunometabolism research will foster
approaches to study other actively proliferating and differentiating immune cell subsets, such as
B cells, monocytes, and dendritic cells.

4.2. Metabolic Genome-Wide Association Studies

Natural variations in human genomes are a valuable tool to decipher how metabolism is con-
nected to immunity in humans.Genetic regulation of metabolism in humans can be inferred using
metabolic genome-wide association studies (131). For example, a correlation between genotypes
and plasma metabolite levels can be studied (132), as accruing blood samples from a sufficiently
large cohort of individuals is more feasible than collecting metabolic profiles from other tissues.
However, linking such studies to immune function requires additional steps, such as adding blood
cell transcriptomics on top of metabolomics to serve as a proxy for immune processes (133). An-
other approach is to start from a pronounced immunometabolic trait and conduct a small-scale
genomic study. This approach revealed a gain-of-function mutation in the SDHA gene (encod-
ing succinate dehydrogenase subunit A) as a genetic factor contributing to polyclonal B cell
lymphocytosis development (134).

5. COMPUTATIONAL CHALLENGES IN DATA ANALYSIS

The generation of massive and complex datasets using techniques such as mass spectrometry
presents new challenges in data analysis (Figure 3). The first of these challenges is that the data
must be simplified and structured for visualization and initial exploratory analysis. This is typically
achieved with dimensionality reduction and clustering methods that can be applied to raw inten-
sity data. Biological interpretation of the data requires metabolite identification and pathway and
network analysis. This section briefly considers critical computational steps in the system-level
analysis.

5.1. Dimensionality Reduction and Unsupervised Learning

Systems-level metabolic data are inherently high-dimensional. Data of this type represent many
objects, such as individual cells or tissue regions with complex 2D and 3D geometry, and are
quantified with many modalities (metabolomics, proteomics, transcriptomics), each consisting of
hundreds or thousands of features. Thus, even the simplest tasks of data visualization and explo-
ration require unsupervised machine learning methods to elucidate the internal structure of the
data. Here we give a brief overview of the existing approaches and refer the reader to a recent
comprehensive review for more details (135).

The first class of methods is dimensionality reduction. It is a classical computational problem
whose goal is to represent the points originally defined in high-dimensional space in a lower-
dimensional space while preserving some of the higher-dimensional structure. As an example,
for analysis of MSI data, the points can correspond to points on an image grid, and initial high-
dimensional space would correspond to measured ion intensities. Typically, one wants to make a
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Computational challenges in systems immunology. (a) Unsupervised analysis of systems immunology data heavily relies on more
general data analysis and machine learning methods. However, it is important to account for field-specific aspects of the data. The
profiled tissue slides have a certain spatial organization that shapes the measurement. Multi-omics profiling has the potential to give a
fuller picture, but different types of data should be appropriately aligned and correlated before the analysis. Due to the complex sample
structure, the problem of differential feature analysis should be properly formulated and addressed with the development of
computational methods. (b) Knowing what metabolites have been measured is critical for the understanding of the mass spectrometry
data. Integration of many mass spectra measurements can give a better understanding of the processes influencing the measurements,
such as fragmentation or ionization, and help to improve annotation methods. Expanding the known universe of metabolites is essential
as well. Another problem lies in the inherent complexity of biochemical species hierarchy, which leads to complex relations between
different systems of identifiers. (c) Interpreting the systems metabolism data requires studying not just individual entities (e.g.,
metabolites or genes) but also their complex interactions in metabolic processes. The first challenge lies in extending our knowledge of
the potential interactions, including discovering new reactions and new enzymatic functions and defining new metabolic pathways. The
spatial nature of the data makes many of the classical analysis methods inapplicable, as they were designed to compare two relatively
uniform sets of samples in a steady-state condition. Going from exploratory analysis to the generation of experimentally testable
hypotheses also remains a challenge. (d) Systematic sharing of the generated data increases the impact of the research. However, to be
useful for reanalysis, the data and metadata deposition should happen in a standardized fashion. Finally, systematically reanalyzing and
searching the data can benefit the whole immunometabolism field.

2D plot illustrating the metabolic diversity of the sample. This is generally achieved with nonlin-
ear projectionmethods, such as t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) and uniform
manifold approximation and projection (UMAP), which focus on preserving different aspects of
the high-dimensional structure (136, 137). An alternative approach has been used to automat-
ically assign colors to the MSI grid points, where the lower-dimensional space corresponds to
the 3D red-green-blue (RGB) color space (115). Dimensionality reduction methods are also used
to obtain intermediate data representation, simplifying further computational tasks, for example
clustering or spatial pattern detection (138).

Clustering is another classical data analysis method commonly used in the context of
metabolomics. The goal of clustering is to group inside one cluster objects that are more sim-
ilar to each other than the objects in other clusters. Clustering can be applied to spectra and grid
points or cells for the imaging data. In the first case, ions with similar spatial patterns are grouped
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(139). In the second case, the cells with similar metabolic profiles are grouped (115). Clustering
procedures depend on the definition of similarity; notably, spatial similarity measurement, that is
colocalization, must be carefully selected (140).

The problem of detection of spatial patterns can be further considered for interpretation and
follow-up experiments. For this task, Alexandrov and Bartels (141) introduced a spatial chaos
metric that distinguishes structured patterns from unstructured ones. Dimensionality-reduction
methods explicitly or implicitly detect patterns in the data and can also be used.Classical methods,
like factor analysis (142, 143), or more modern ones, like autoencoders (138), can detect patterns
in mass spectrometry datasets. Finally, if the initial sample contains labeled segments (e.g., tumor
and normal tissue), statistical discriminative analysis methods can be applied to mass spectrometry
data analysis (144).

Cross analysis of multimodal data requires its own methods (145). Classical statistical methods,
such as canonical correlation analysis or partial least squares regression, are successfully applied
to find correlated structures between two data modalities (123, 146). Spatial integrated analy-
sis of cellular composition and metabolic niches provides additional challenges to data analysis.
For example, integrating multiplex immunofluorescent imaging and MSI can reveal connections
between immune cell heterogeneity and its metabolic context in complex tissues (147).More spe-
cialized multi-omics integration methods (148) and methods focused on spatial data (149) have
also been developed and can be used to analyze multimodal datasets connecting immunology and
metabolism.

5.2. Metabolite Identification

Anatural task ofmetabolomics is identifying and annotatingmetabolites inmeasured spectra.This
step is challenging even for the bulk metabolomics (150), and it is increasingly difficult in the case
of MSI. The classical approach to metabolite assignment of measured mass-to-charge ratio con-
sists of the preliminary matching of ions with the metabolites based on their masses and potential
adducts. The next step is filtering obtained metabolites based on additional data, such as chro-
matography column retention time or secondary spectra from tandem mass spectrometry (151).
Advanced machine learning methods, for example based on deep neural network architectures,
are emerging as potential systematic solutions for metabolite identification tasks (152, 153).

Typically, only the direct mass spectrometry spectra are used for annotation in MALDI-based
MSI technologies. One of the early efforts in that direction was made by Palmer et al. (154), who
presented a computational framework to annotate image-basedmass spectrometry data. In this ap-
proach, only some chemical formulas are assigned to mass spectrometry signals, and isomers are
not resolved. The method uses three measures to match mass spectrometry signals with metabo-
lites: (a) spatial informativeness of the principal peak, (b) spectral similarity between theoretical
isotopic patterns and measured intensities, and (c) spatial colocalization between isotopic patterns.
However, this approach cannot resolve isotopic patterns. To combat false positive assignment, the
authors suggested a false discovery rate (FDR) estimation procedure based on decoy metabolites
with implausible adducts (154). This approach later became a foundation for the METASPACE
platform, allowing researchers to annotate MSI data (155). Still, this approach enables annotating
only approximately 1% of MSI data (e.g., 102 molecules out of a dataset with 104 m/z channels)
(155). The rest of the measured features remain unannotated, the dark matter of metabolomics
(156), underscoring the need for more advanced metabolite annotation methods.

Network-based metabolite identification methods represent a promising direction for
metabolite annotation and discovery (120, 157, 158). These methods are based on the idea that
the organism’s metabolome is connected: No metabolite can be obtained from nowhere. Thus,
a network can be constructed where nodes correspond to metabolites and their derivatives, and
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edges represent the gain or loss of specific chemical moieties. For example, one of such methods
classifies the edges as metabolic (due to biochemical reactions) and abiotic (due to adducts,
isotope composition, and fragmentation) (158). After the network is constructed, it can be used
for metabolite identification based on the assumption that the neighbors of measured metabolites
are more likely to be also present in the sample. The exact procedure varies, from a heuristic
greedy search (157) to a more advanced optimization approach (158).

Particular attention is required to expand the universe of known biological compounds and
physiological reactions. For example, the chemical database ChEBI (159) contains 60,000 anno-
tated compounds, but the reaction database Rhea (160) contains only 15,000 reactions involving
13,000 ChEBI compounds.While there are more biochemical databases (160–164), quality reac-
tions are significantly underrepresented. A recent study attempted to bring more compounds to
reactions (165). First, the authors gathered a large metadatabase (bioDB) of 1.5 million unique
biological or bioactive compounds and 56,000 unique biochemical reactions. This metadatabase
was used to form reaction rules and determine active sites, which allowed the authors to predict
5.2 million hypothetical reactions (165).

5.3. Pathways, Networks, and Fluxes

There are three major approaches to moving from metabolite- or reaction-level analysis to
metabolic processes: canonical pathway analysis, metabolic network analysis, and flux modeling
(9) (Figure 2).

Pathway analysis methods work with a collection of predefined pathways and identify pathways
that show some level of regulation in the experiment. Pathways for the analysis can be obtained
from metabolically focused databases like KEGG (161) or Reactome (164), as well as from more
general pathway databases like Gene Ontology (166) and MSigDB (167). Pathways defined in
terms of enzymes and the corresponding genes can be used to characterize metabolic states of
an individual cell or MSI pixels based on transcriptional data (168). Metabolite-based pathway
analysis is more nuanced, as the mapping from mass spectrometry peaks to metabolites is not
entirely accurate and specific.However, specialized algorithms have been developed to implement
metabolite-based pathway analysis (169–172).

Distinct from pathway analysis, network-basedmethods do not depend on predefined pathways
and instead consider a global network of interconnected reactions (173). In a simple case, the net-
work nodes correspond to metabolites and connections to biochemical reactions. Such networks
can infer pathways in a data-independent manner based on connectivity (174). When the omics
data are available and can be summarized into numeric values characterizing metabolite or re-
action importance, connected subnetworks with high combined importance can be found (175,
176). These approaches have proven helpful for multiple data types, including single-cell-level
transcriptional data (101, 177). The natural next step is to extend these approaches toward MSI
data in the future.

Flux modeling is a more structured alternative to network analysis. In such a case, reaction
connections are considered, and the steady-state flux structure is enforced. The foundational
framework for such approaches is the flux balance analysis (178). There, metabolic models are
considered with a defined set of possible reactions. Then, under the assumption of a steady state, a
space of potential reaction fluxes is determined, such that mass balance constraints (equal rates of
metabolite production and utilization) are satisfied. Flux balance analysis can be integrated with
gene expression data to investigate metabolic regulation, both in the bulk transcriptomics (179,
180) and scRNA-seq (102, 181, 182). Aside from gene expression, flux modeling methods can also
be integrated with isotope labeling data (183). However, we are not aware of the application of
these methods to MSI isotope labeling data.
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5.4. Data Sharing and Reanalysis

Public data sharing proved to be a valuable instrument for accelerating biomedical research (184).
Facilitated by journal policies, deposition of high-throughput gene expression data and experiment
metadata to databases such as Gene Expression Omnibus (185), ArrayExpress (186), and Sequence
Read Archive (187) became standard in the field of transcriptomics. This led to many datasets that
are publicly available for reanalysis by researchers: For example, the Gene Expression Omnibus
database now contains more than 175,000 datasets.

Presently, data deposition policies are not as strict for themetabolomics field, butmetabolomics
databases are also available (155, 188, 189). The Metabolomics Workbench database is focused
on bulk metabolomics and contains fewer than 2,000 studies (188). METASPACE is a more re-
cent database focused on spatial metabolomics, and it already features more than 6,000 datasets
(155). A distinctive advantage of METASPACE is that it allows data sharing and can be used for
research on metabolite annotation. Developing data-sharing standards in immunometabolism re-
search, encompassing both metabolomics and immunological data, is the next important step for
the community.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

The field of immunometabolism has recently generated multiple novel insights into fundamen-
tal mechanisms of immune responses. The focus for bridging metabolism and immunity has
been on the intracellular metabolic processes. The next major conceptual advance in this field
will connect cell-level metabolism and macroscopic physiological metabolism during immune
responses. This goal will require different experimental and analytical approaches compared to
classical metabolomic profiling techniques currently used to decipher the metabolism of immune
cell populations. Suitably, the field is on the cusp of a major technological transition directed to-
ward spatially resolved metabolic profiling of the unperturbed (or minimally perturbed) tissues
(190). While spatial metabolic imaging technologies are rapidly evolving and maturing, the ap-
proaches should become more standardized and affordable to enable full-scale immunological
research. Taking further lessons from high-throughput sequencing, data sharing, and the ability
to reanalyze the data and perform meta-analysis are essential components of the infrastructure
for systems-level research. Metabolite identification is one of the critical bottlenecks in the cur-
rent data-processing pipelines (191). Systematic accumulation of large amounts of standardized
data will enable an even more robust application of machine learning approaches for metabolite
identification tasks.

To further advance systems-level immunometabolism research, one can envision developing
experimental systems that connect in vitro discoveries and in vivo imaging in a scalable and con-
trolled manner. Integrative analysis of multimodal in vitro and in vivo datasets will enable mech-
anistic investigation of the immunometabolic regulatory processes in the context of whole-body
physiological processes and tissue microenvironments. For instance, regulatory phenotypes, in-
cluding immune and metabolic components, can be guessed from unbiased tissue metabolic imag-
ing and further validated inmore controlled systems in vitro.For example, immunometabolic rules
might be studied by coculturing relevant cell types (such as macrophages and fibroblasts) that can
produce stable multicomponent cell systems capturing critical regulatory rules of complex physio-
logical systems (192). Moreover, rapidly developing organoid culture systems research might also
serve as a powerful 3D platform to decipher immune and metabolic processes inferred from com-
plex tissue niches in vivo (193). Lastly, the next technological frontier of immunometabolism is the
ability to perform spatialmetabolic profiling at a subcellular resolution.This will allow us to dissect
metabolic specialties of distinct organelles that play essential roles in immune responses, such as
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mitochondria, lysosomes, and endosomes. Together, these technological and computational tools
will move forward systems-level and holistic research in immunometabolism.
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